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DEBATE FACT CHECK: FRANK LAROSE IS THE 
STRONGEST ON BORDER SECURITY 

“We don’t need woke elites trying to re-invent themselves as conservatives 
to gain political power,” said Ben Kindel, spokesman for LaRose for Senate. 
“It’s going to take battle-tested conservatives like Frank LaRose with both 
the plan and experience to finally secure our border.” 
  
Frank LaRose’s border security plan: 
Shutting down the border: 

• Immediately deploy three divisions of U.S. troops to the southern 
border to stop the flood of illegals. 

• Finish President Donald Trump’s border wall on our southern border, 
utilizing physical barriers and increase deployment of technology and 
border patrol agents. 

• Immediately label the Mexican drug cartels as foreign terrorist entities 
to both force Mexico’s hand in dealing with them, to allow our 
government to instantly deport anyone associated with a cartel, and to 
give our government the power to take out cartel leaders over the 
border. 

• Re-institute a ban on travel into the country from nations who have no 
security apparatus or ability to verify the background of the travelers. 

Removing the incentive to come illegally: 



• No amnesty for those who come illegally, and a lifetime ban from ever 
gaining citizenship or government benefits. 

• Deport those who came into our country under the Biden surge and 
use that as a groundwork to solve the larger illegal immigration 
problem. 

Bernie Moreno the Pro-Amnesty Champion: 

• In 2016, Moreno Argued The U.S. Should Provide A Pathway To 
Citizenship For Illegal Immigrants. “Moreno also believes that there 
should be a pathway to residency for the 11 million unauthorized 
immigrants already living in the United States, particularly those 
brought to the country as children.” 

o (“Immigrant Auto Dealership CEO Wants a Merit-Based 
Immigration System,” New American Economy, 8/10/16) 
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